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Page 1. INSTRUCTION MANUAL MODE D’EMPLOI MANUAL DE INSTRUCCIONES... Page 4. Thank
you for purchasing a Canon product. The Canon Speedlite 270EX II is a compact flash unit for Canon EOS
cameras, and works with the E-TTL II and E-TTL autoflash systems.The lightweight Canon Speedlite 270EX
flash is ideal for compact PowerShot cameras and entry-level EOS DSLRs. It features the maximum guide
number of 27 (meter, ISO 100, 50mm) allowing long-range flash photography. The Speedlite 270EX features 2step coverage for 28mm and 50mm focal lengths, plus a highly useful bounce-flash function for amazingly easy,
polished results.Learn to light up your photographic results with a Canon Speedlite Flash. ... Canon's new
Speedlite 270EX adds power and flexibility for enhanced flash photography anywhere. Light, compact and
small enough to fit in your pocket, Speedlite 270EX features 2-step coverage for 28mm and 50mm focal
lengths, plus a highly useful bounce-flash function ...Canon Speedlite 270EX II PDF User Manual / Owner’s
Manual / User Guide offers information and instructions how to operate the Speedlite 270EX II, include Quick
Start Guide, Basic Operations, Advanced Guide, Menu Functions, Custom Settings, Troubleshooting &
Specifications of Canon Speedlite 270EX II.Canon Speedlite 270EX Instruction Manual. ... Thank you for
purchasing a Canon product. The Canon Speedlite 270EX is a compact flash unit for Canon EOS cameras, and
works with the E-TTL II and E-TTL autoflash systems. All control is performed on the camera side, letting you
easily enjoy flash shooting in the same manner as a built-in flash. ...QuickGuide to Canon 270EX II Speedlite
Features The purpose of this QuickGuide is to provide a concise review of how to operate the features and
functions of the Canon 270EX II Speedlite. Unless otherwise noted, the following instructions require your
Speedlite to be mounted to your camera’s hot shoe. This will allow your camera toThe Canon Speedlite 270EX
Flash's biggest enhancement over the 220EX, by far, in my opinion, is the bounce-capable head demonstrated
above. While the adjustment range is very limited (no swivel, 90° tilt), any bounce capability is a big
improvement over the fixed position 220EX head.I have a question about the 270EX II. How do I use it as a
slave with my EOS 6D? The instruction manual says that if I set it to the slave mode, itCanon offers a wide
range of compatible supplies and accessories that can enhance your user experience with you Speedlite 550EX
that you can purchase direct. Scroll down to easily select items to add to your shopping cart for a faster, easier
checkout. Visit the Canon Online StoreThank you for purchasing a Canon product. The Canon Speedlite 430EX
is a multi- feature flash unit for Canon EOS cameras. It works automatically with E-TTL II, E-TTL, and TTL
autoflash systems. It can be used as an on-camera flash or as part of a wireless flash system. Read this
instruction manual while also referring to yourCanon Speedlite 270EX II Flash for Canon SLR Cameras with
Remote, Bounce Diffuser, 12" Flash Cord, Fibertique Cloth, and More. $199.00 $ 199. 00. FREE Shipping by
Amazon. ... Canon Speedlite 270EX Original Instruction Manual - Multi Language. Paperback More Buying
Choices $12.00 ...Canon has also introduced the Speedlite 270EX entry-level flashgun, replacing the Speedlite
220EX with a smaller but more powerful unit. Unlike the 220EX, the new model features a 90 degrees tilting
zoom head. It also offers a near-silent recycling in a time of just 3.9 seconds and a guide number of 27 meters.
Powered by two AA batteries, this flashgun is compatible with all recent Canon cameras.Designed as a compact
source of on-camera light, the Speedlite 270EX II from Canon offers a guide number of 89' at ISO 100 when set
to the 50mm position. The flash can also be set to a normal position with 28mm of coverage on full frame
cameras and can tilt upward 90° for bounce capabilities.User-friendly in both function and design, the 270EX II
Speedlite flash's Tele/Wide function easily and elegantly allows adjustment of illumination angle and guide
number to match shooting conditions. On your photographic journey, the Canon 270EX II Speedlite is primed
to be there at every step.Looking at buying a canon Speedlite flash but not sure which one is right for you? In
this post Phil Steele sheds some light on the topic (PS: if there’s anyone in our readership who’d like to do a
similar post on other brands we’d be interested in publishing it). Investing in a hot-shoe flash […]The Canon
Speedlite 270EX II weighs just 155g (without batteries) and its compact design means it will find a space even
in the smallest of kit bags. High power output Despite its diminutive size, the Speedlite 270EX II has plenty of
power, with a guide number of 27 (m, ISO100) allowing long-range flash photography.Whether you're adding a

battery pack, connecting two or more Speedlite flashes, or creating a complex off camera wireless lighting
solution, Canon has flash accessories for almost any photographic situation for beginners through professionals
that are perfect complements to your Speedlite flash.unit. For the detailed shooting method, refer to the
instruction manual of the camera or the Speedlite with a master function. 1 Set the camera or Speedlite as the
master unit. 2 Set the 270EX II as the slave unit. Set the power switch of the 270EX II to <SLAVE>. 3 Attach
the 270EX II to the supplied mini stand and position the flash.Thank you for purchasing a Canon product. The
Canon Speedlite 270EX is a compact flash unit for Canon EOS cameras, and works with the E-TTL II and ETTL autoflash systems. All control is performed on the camera side, letting you easily enjoy flash shooting in
the same manner as a built-in flash. Use with an EOS DIGITAL cameraVoking VK750 Manual LCD Display
Universal Flash Speedlite for Canon Nikon Pantax Panasonic Olympus Fujifilm DSLR Mirrorless Cameras and
Sony Cameras with Mi Hot Shoe ... Canon 270EX II Speedlite Flash for Canon SLR Cameras (Black) 4.5 out of
5 stars 259. $169.00.User-friendly in both function and design, the 270EX II Speedlite flash's Tele/Wide
function easily and elegantly allows adjustment of illumination angle and guide number to match shooting
conditions. On your photographic journey, the Canon 270EX II Speedlite is primed to be there at every
step.Canon's Speedlite series offers various types of external flashes that can fit the subject and purpose of your
shoot. The type of flash is clearly identifiable not only by the guide number, which indicates the amount of light
emitted, but also by differences such as size and whether it can perform bounce flash.To take advantage of the
many benefits of wireless flash photography, choose the Speedlite 600EX II-RT, Speedlite 430EX III-RT or
Speedlite 270EX II for both optical wireless and radio transmission, or the Speedlite 470EX-AI, which can be
used as a receiver unit for optical wireless transmission. You can position these units off-camera and use ...This
is a dynamic Canon EX Speedlite / Macro Ring Lite Flash PDF User Guide data listing and more uploads will
be made available as soon as possible / or as new Canon Speedlite Flash User Guides are made
available.Personal Functions of the Speedlite, and the menu and Custom Functions of the camera are at their
default settings. All figures are based on the use of four AA/LR6 alkaline batteries and Canon’s testing
standards. The explanations use Speedlite 430EX III-RT illustrations. Conventions Used in this ManualAs
Canon continues to expand the Speedlite family, more photographers struggle to know which flash to buy. So
let’s take a quick run through the current Speedlite lineup, from low end to high end, to see if we can determine
which flash is right for your needs. SPEEDLITE 270EX II Starting with the least expensive […]CP+ 2011:
Canon has introduced the Speedlite 320EX and Speedlite 270EX II flashguns. With a guide number of 32 and a
bounce, swivel and manual zoom head, the 320EX is the company's first Speedlite model to feature a video light
complementing its HD-enabled DSLRs. It also gains the ability to be wirelessly operated by a controller such as
the one built into the 600D.Find great deals on eBay for canon speedlite manual. Shop with confidence.The
Canon Speedlite 270EX II is a compact flash unit for Canon EOS cameras, and works with the E-TTL II and ETTL autoflash systems. All control is performed on the camera side, letting you easily enjoy flash shooting in
the same manner as a built-in flash .Download a user manual for your Canon product. ... Speedlites - Support.
Download drivers, software, firmware and manuals and get access to online technical support resources and
troubleshooting. ... Speedlite 270EX II; Speedlite 320EX; Speedlite 380EX; Speedlite 420EX; Speedlite
430EX;Start Flash Photography in 9 Steps! 2018-02-12 2017-01-26. 50.17 k ; 102 ... (On the Speedlite 270EX
II, set the mode using the camera.) There are two possible modes: E-TTL (Evaluative Through The Lens) mode
or Manual flash mode. ... On most Canon EOS cameras, you can adjust exposure compensation by turning the
Quick Control Dial while pressing ...The original Canon Speedlite offering in this size was the 220EX. The
270EX replaced the 220EX and the now the Canon 270EX II is the most recent version of compact speedlite
Canon camera offers. When I shoot portraits with one of my Canon cameras, I prefer bounced or diffused
lighting.Thank you for purchasing a Canon product. The Canon Speedlite 420EX is an autozoom flash unit
equipped with a wireless sensor for E-TTL wireless autoflash. E-TTL stands for Evaluative-Through-The-Lens.
The features available with Speedlite 420EX depend on the EOS camera. Refer to the table below to identify
your camera type.User-friendly in both function and design, the 270EX II Speedlite flash's Tele/Wide function
easily and elegantly allows adjustment of illumination angle and guide number to match shooting conditions.
On your photographic journey, the Canon 270EX II Speedlite is primed to be there at every step. Compatible
cameras with E-TTL II: • EOS-1D X ...Canon Speedlite 270EX II Flash User's Manual Guide (Owners

Instruction) Free Download Canon Speedlite 270EX II PDF User Manual, Instructions, User Guide, Owner's
Manual. Weighing only 155 grams, this ultra-lightweight Canon 270EX II Speedlite is a high-performance flash
unit designed for the evolving EOS enthusiast.Find great deals on eBay for canon speedlite 550ex manual. Shop
with confidence. Skip to main content. eBay Logo: Shop by category. Shop by category. Enter your search
keywordCanon 270EX II Manuals & User Guides. User Manuals, Guides and Specifications for your Canon
270EX II Camera Flash. Database contains 1 Canon 270EX II Manuals (available for free online viewing or
downloading in PDF): Brochure .The Canon 270EX Speedlite is a small, inexpensive and sturdy little flash for
any of Canon's DSLRs. It even has a tiny manual zoom head, and bounces vertically. It will not work on
Canon's older film EOS cameras that use the TTL autoflash mode. This 270EX flash only works in E-TTL and
E-TTL II modes ...Canon Speedlite 270EX II Specifications Features Back to top. Back to top. Overview
Specification Accessories & Supplies Support ... Manual / output settings. Yes - 1/1- 1/64 Manual steps. 1/3
step FLASH-RELATED FUNCTION. FE lock. Yes Flash exposure compensation.Thank you for purchasing a
Canon product. The Canon Speedlite 430EX II is a multi-feature flash unit for Canon EOS cameras. It works
automatically with E-TTL II, E-TTL, and TTL autoflash systems. It can be used as an on-camera flash or as part
of a wireless flash system. a Read this instruction manual while also referring to yourbestbuy.comunit. For the
detailed shooting method, refer to the instruction manual of the camera or the Speedlite with a master function.
1 Set the camera or Speedlite as the master unit. 2 Set the 270EX II as the slave unit. Set the power switch of the
270EX II to <SLAVE>. 3 Attach the 270EX II to the supplied mini stand and position the flash.Canon Speedlite
270EX II Specifications Features Back to top. Back to top. Overview Specification Ratings & Reviews
Accessories & Supplies ... Manual / output settings. Yes - 1/1- 1/64 Manual steps. 1/3 step FLASH-RELATED
FUNCTION. FE lock. Yes Flash exposure compensation.600 ex II Manual Mode 3 emphoto. 0 166 ?02-262019 09:20 AM. by RobertTheFat. Speedlight 600EX II-RT not charging ... Speedlites and pocket wizards v.
Canon ST E3-RT 0 probertson. 0 244 ?01-16-2019 04:37 PM. by probertson. Canon 5DmIV with Canon 580EX
II Problems ... Speedlite for Canon Eos 80D 5 JMORRIS58. 0 862 ?12-28-2018 10:44 AM. by ...Online Canon
Speedlite 270EX pdf manuals preview and download: Owner's Manual. Brands Products New ... Canon
Speedlite 270EX Manuals. Canon Cameras Speedlite 270EX manuals download on ManualAgent: Owner's
Manual . Canon Speedlite 270EX Owner's Manual (76 pages) Brand: Canon Product: Cameras Size: 1 MB.
Owner's Manual. Related Models for Canon ...

